SUPPLEMENTAL AGENDA OF REGULAR MEETING OF THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
JANUARY 16, 2019

Deirdré L. Webster Cobb, Chairperson
Dolores Gorczyca
Daniel W. O’Mullan
SECTION B – MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS

B-33 C.L. – CSC DOCKET NO. 2018-1301

C.L., represented by Richard E. Incremona, Esq., appeals his rejection as a Police Officer candidate by the City of Asbury Park and its request to remove his name from the eligible list for Police Officer (S9999U) on the basis of psychological unfitness to perform effectively the duties of the position.

ACTION:

B-34 K.M. – CSC DOCKET NO. 2018-1027

K.M., represented by Robert K. Chewning, Esq., appeals his rejection as a Police Officer candidate by Florence Township and its request to remove his name from the eligible list for Police Officer (S9999U) on the basis of psychological unfitness to perform effectively the duties of the position.

ACTION:

B-35 T.P. – CSC DOCKET NO. 2018-1010

T.P. appeal his rejection as a Correctional Police Officer candidate by the Department of Corrections and its request to remove his name from the eligible list for Correctional Police Officer (S9988U) on the basis of psychological unfitness to perform effectively the duties of the position.

ACTION:

B-36 B.O.R. – CSC DOCKET NO. 2018-2337

B.O.R. appeals her rejection as a Correctional Police Officer candidate by the Department of Corrections and its request to remove her name from the eligible list for Correctional Police Officer (S9988U) on the basis of psychological unfitness to perform effectively the duties of the position.

ACTION:

B-37 T.L.R. – CSC DOCKET NO. 2018-2648

T.L.R., represented by Craig S. Gumpel, Esq. appeals his rejection as a Fire Fighter candidate by the City of Elizabeth and its request to remove his name from the eligible list for Fire Fighter (M1518T) on the basis of psychological unfitness to perform effectively the duties of the position.

ACTION:
B-38  J.S. – CSC DOCKET NO. – CSC DOCKET NO. 2018-2326

J.S. appeals his rejection as a Correctional Police Officer candidate by the Department of Corrections and its request to remove his name from the eligible list for Correctional Police Officer (S9988U) on the basis of psychological unfitness to perform effectively the duties of the position.

ACTION:

B-39  DWAYNE DAY, SR. – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-426

Dwayne Day, Sr. appeals his removal from the eligible list for Sheriff’s Officer (S9999U), Camden County Sheriff’s Office on the basis that he falsified his application.

ACTION:

B-40  GIOVANNI LEONE – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-141

Giovanni Leone appeals his removal from the eligible list for Police Officer (S9999U), Cinnaminson on the basis that he falsified his application.

ACTION:

B-41  DAVID PAUL – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-480

David Paul appeals his removal from the eligible list for Sheriff’s Officer (S9999U), Camden County Sheriff’s Office on the basis that he possessed an unsatisfactory driving record.

ACTION:

B-42  APRIL SCOTT – CSC DOCKET NOS. 2018-3672 AND 2018-3673

April Scott requests reconsideration of the final decision, rendered on April 4, 2018, which upheld her removal from the eligible lists for Police Officer (S9999R), Bloomfield Township, on the basis of an unsatisfactory criminal background.

ACTION:

B-43  JENNIE HILL, ET AL. – CSC DOCKET NOS. 2018-3162, ET AL.

Jennie Hill, Maureen Hedden, Elaine Silvestri and Maria Valte appeal the decisions of the Division of Agency Services regarding the proper classification of their positions in the Department of the Treasury.

ACTION:
B-44 LAURA FLYNN – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1034

Laura Flynn appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services which found that she did not meet the experience requirements, per the substitution clause for education, for the open-competitive examination for Senior Community Program Specialist (S0361W), Statewide.

ACTION:

B-45 ANAIDA GIRAU – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1753

Anaida Girau appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services which found that she was below the minimum requirements in experience for a qualifying examination for Standards and Procedures Technician 1.

ACTION:

B-46 KARINNE SEFERIAN – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1191

Karinne Seferian appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services which found that she did not meet the experience requirements for the open-competitive examination for the dual title Administrative Secretary/Office Services Manager (C0502V), Hudson County.

ACTION:

B-47 CYNTHIA RIOS – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1390

Cynthia Rios appeals the determination of the Division of Agency Services that she did not meet the experience requirements for the open competitive examination for Assessing Aide (M0290W), City of Perth Amboy.

ACTION:


Thurman Bridgers, Jr., Felicia Bryant, Beverly Dewberry, Jennifer Jones, Manuel Rodriguez, Rebecca Stepniewski, Katrina Waith and Tonia Walker appeal the validity of the promotional examination for Senior Communications Operator (PS6190I), Department of Corrections.

ACTION:
B-49 THOMAS HUBBARD – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-176

Thomas Hubbard appeals the multiple choice portion of the promotional examination for District Parole Supervisor (PS5491I), State Parole Board.

ACTION:

B-50 JAMES WOOD, JR. – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1449

James Wood, Jr. appeals the test administration of the physical performance portion of the examination for Fire Fighter (M1562T), Passaic, and requests a make-up examination.

ACTION:

B-51 WOODBRIDGE FIRE DISTRICTS 8, 11 AND 12 – CSC DOCKET NOS. 2019-517, ET AL.

Woodbridge Fire Districts 8, 11 and 12, represented by Richard Braslow, Esq., appeal the determinations of the Division of Agency Services regarding providing appointments to various individuals who were identified as paid employees.

ACTION:

B-52 OVERTIME PROGRAM, DEPARTMENT OF LAW AND PUBLIC SAFETY, DIVISION OF STATE POLICE – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1792

The Division of Agency Services on behalf of the Department of Law and Public Safety (DL&PS), Division of State Police, Office of Forensic Sciences, requests that the provisions of N.J.A.C. 4A:3-5.3 be relaxed to provide individuals in the non-limited, non-exempt titles of Forensic Scientist 1, DL&PS and Forensic Scientist 2, DL&PS, cash compensation at one and one-half times the regular rate for hours worked between 35 and 40 hours.

ACTION:

B-53 RUTH DIPALMA – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1496

Ruth DiPalma, a Cashier with the City of Union City, represented by Christopher P. Kelly, Esq., petitions the Civil Service Commission for interim relief of her removal.

ACTION:
B-54  DEBRA MCCAULEY – CSC DOCKET NO. 2019-1536

Debra McCauley, a County Correction Officer with the Camden County Department of Corrections, represented by Micole C. Sparacio, Esq., petitions the Civil Service Commission for reconsideration of the final administrative decision, rendered on November 14, 2018, in which the Director of the Division of Appeals and Regulatory Affairs denied her request for a hearing with respect to her six working day suspension.

ACTION:

B-55  SHANDOR WINE – CSC DOCKET NO. 2018-3206

The Jersey City Public Library, represented by Ronald C. Hunt, Esq., petitions the Civil Service Commission (Commission) for reconsideration of the final administrative decision, rendered on April 18, 2018, in which the Commission modified Shandor Wine’s removal to a 45 working day suspension and granted back pay, benefits, and seniority.

ACTION: